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I. Introdution 

During the past ten years, I have taught probability theory and statistics 
at several universities in Budapest. All these courses were for students in 
applied Gelds; socioiogy, business and economics, agriculture, etc. In all 
the courses, basic level probability theory and statistics were taught, but 
from different points of view and with different emphases. 

This paper summarises my experiences, presenting the courses in a 
common framework, so that some comparisons may be drawn concerning 
their aims, their content, the teaching methods employed and rhe main 
difficufties encountered. This short review of university level statistical 
education in Hungary may give an opportttniry for comparisons with edu- 
cational programmes in other countries. My experiences have shown that 
the main problems and the general solutions in other countries are often 
very sitniIar to ours. This fact may strengthen the cooperation and exchange 
of ideas between people working in the field of statistical education. 

I have not included the education of statisticians in this report. In Hun- 
gary, there are two different ways to learn to be a statistician. One is in the 
faculty of mathematics, and the other i s  in the faculty of economics, O f  
course, rhe main emphases are different: a theoretical (mathematical) ap- 
proach in the first context, and an empirical (data oriented) approach in 
the other one. A third possibility is just being organised in the facultjt of 
sociology, where the education of survey statisticians is going to start this 
year. 

The system of higher level education in Hungary is much less flexible 
than is usually the case in Western countries. This means that, although the 
system has started to becorne nose flexible than it was in the past, 
students generaI1y have far fewer choices concerning the lectures and 
seminars that they will attend. 

The following aspects of each course are considered: the length, a 
summary of the material covered and its particular emphases, the use 
made of computers, rhe preceding preparatory courses in general 
mathemarics and the examinations requirements. 
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2. Some explanatory notes about the institutio~is included 

Table 1 lists the institutions covered by this report, with the 
abbreviations which will be used throughout the paper. An asterisk by an 
entry indicates rhar the author has had personal teaching experience at that 
institution. 
- At the Technical University, there are several faculries with their own 

rnathernatical departments and students with various specialisations. 
Thus several diRerent teaching programs exist. I t  is typical, however, 
that oniy a minimum of stacistics is taught. 

- The teaching programmes at universities in the field of agriciilture are 
quice similar to that of tl'te University of Horticulture a11d Food 
Industly which is iilcluded in this report. 

- At the medical universities, otxly students of pliartnacy are taugl~r by 
the rnarhematics departments. Students of medical faculties tearn both 
mathematics and statistics within the context of a lsiopi~~sics course. In 
spite of the tack of precise data, it is certain that both the time and 
also the material covered are less than where specific courses in 
statistics were given. 

- The  fiyo faculties of pharmacy arc not co~lsidered separately, dthoug1~ 
a t  Sernlnelweiss Uaiversity somewhat less time is devoted to 
statistics, compared to courses at Szent-Gyorgyi, and no computer 
kno\vledge related to the statistics course is cequired. 

Table 1. The iuzstimtians covered by this report 

Universiry of Veterinary Science VETER * 
Eotvos University, Faculty of Socioiog SOCIOL c 

University of Harticulture and Food Industry 
Faculties of 1-Iorticufture AGR * 
Facdcies of Food Industiy AGR.ENG * 

International Business School, Budapest BUSINESS * 
(Oxford Brookes University) 

Budapest University of Economics ECON + 
Semmelxveiss Medical University, Budapest 

and 
Szent-Gyijrgyi A, Medical University, Szeged 

Faculties of Medicine MED 
Faculty of Pharmacy PHARM 

Budapest Technical University, Faculty of Electronics TECH 
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3. Some quantitative data about the courses 

These courses are part of the srudents' basic education, so they take 
~ b c e  in their first or second year programmes. T~rpically, students end 
their studies of statistics with these courses, although in case of certain 
specializations at faculties of economics and sociology, students may (or 
must) attend additional advanced courses in statistics (e.g. on multivariate 
methods), but these are not taken into account here. 

Table 2 gives a summary of the total number of lectures and seminars 
devoted to probability theory and sratistics at the various faculties. At 
seminars, students typically deal with numerical examples, doing 
exercises that may iovoive either manual cornputacions or the use of the 
computer. The numbers shown in Table 2 represent hours, the length of n 
semester being talcen as typically 15 weeks. Partly or whoily facufty- 
based lectures or seminars are noted by an (F) appearing after the number. 

At Budapest University of Economics, the data in Table 2 concern the 
basic courses, tllar is those courses which are obligatory for all students. In 
fact, for some specialisations, much inore statistics is taught, and it is 
here, in these specialist contexts, that rnosr of the more advanced 
statistical methods which are taught would occur. 

At technical faculties, where a lot of mathematics is taught, i c  is 
difficult to decide how much of it is directly relevant ro statistical 
education, and therefore how much of it should be considered here. This is 
the reason for the NA (Not Applicable) entries in Table 2. 

Table 2. Total anzount of  lectlrres and sernirzirrs on probability tlleoiy and st'ztistics, 
n?rd preparatopy general nrcrtlmnatics at  the virrior/sfnnlEtier (in hours) 

faculty lectures seminars fectures selninars 
in probab./star. in genera1 nlatl~s 

ECON 
BUSINESS 
SOCIOL 
AG R 
AGR.ENG 
TECI-I 
PHARM 
VETER 
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The infoilnation in T~tble 2 may be illustrated in the form of a 
scattergram as shown in Fig. 1. Lectures arid seminars have been equally 
weighted and the scaies on the two axes - statistics versus general 
mathematics - are not intended to be equivalent. IE  can be seen that the 
students receiving the most scatbcicd educarion are those of the brrsiness 
and economics faculties. It may be surprising, hourever, to see that 
medical students seem to be the least receiving statistics education. 

GEN.MATHS 

TECH 
AGR.ENG ECON 

AGR 
PHARM SOCIOL 

WI*ER 
WED)  

BUSlNESS 

STATISTICS 

Figure 1 .  Scattergram of the total amount of  time dez~otcd m statistics and grncrtrl 
rr~athcmatics. 

4. The material covered 

In listing the material of these courses, I will follow the usual 
grouping; probability theory, descriptive statistics and inferential 
statistics. In  fact, except in the business and economics faculties, 
descripive statistics are of only marginal importance. In the business and 
economics faculties, however, descriptive methods and presentation 
techniques, graphics, etc., have particular importance, but strict 
probability-based theoretical foundations of inferential methods are often 
replaced by intuitive approaches. The teaching may be shared benvceli the 
departments of statistics and mathematics, thereby providing both 
approacl~es. 

In all faculties, statistics courses include some computer awareness, and 
the use of some statistical software as well. Different program paclrages 
are used, determined partly by traditional, and partly by financial factors. 
Besides computer usage, studeizts are required to be able to carry out some 
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basic statistical c o n ~ p u t a t i o n s  Like a t-test o r  a chi-square test fo r  
independence, lrranually as well (although cafcularors can be used), and to 
be able to  use tables. 

From geiiernl mathematics, the following units can by regarded as 
preparatory wit11 respect ra sratistics: set theory, matrix algebra, infinite 
series and sums, diflkrentiation and inregration o f  uni- arld mulrivarian 
f ~ ~ n c t i o n s  (of course, tficse are rtor explained in detail a t  all faculties). 

Concerning yrobabiiity distributions, it  s h o t ~ l d  be  noted that  those 
distribucions used in statistics, like chi-square, Student-t,  F, etc. are 
generally no t  discussed in the probability theory course, bur rather they are 
left t o  the statisrics course. 

Table 3. The material col~ered in the z,clriaz~s firulties 
(L = learnt in detail; M = rnelltioned htrt not learnt in det-ril; - = not Icarnt) 

E B S A A T P V  
C U O G G E F I  E 
O S C K R C A T  
X I 1  EI li E 

N O E hi X 
E 2, N 
S G 
S 

axiomatic foundation OF probability thcory M - M - M M - - 
random variahfes L L L L L - M L  
univariare discrete prohab, distributions 

uniform, binomial, Poisson L L L L L L M M  
others L -  - M M L -  - 

univariate continuous probab. distribucions 
uniform, nornlal I , L L L L , I , L L  
exponential and others I , L - - - L - -  

sampling 
sampling with or without replacement L L  M L L L - M 
sampling disrributions of' random variables L 1, - - - M ;2/1 - 

limit theorems M -  - - M M -  - 
relations benveen random variables 

joint distribution, condit. distribution L, - M M  M A% - - 
association L , - L - - - - . .  
correlation L L L L L L L L  

rnulriv;rriate disrributions 
(muirinomial, ~lormal, etc.) L - - - M L -  - 
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Table 3. The rnnurid covwed in the variot~ factiIties (continued) 

E B S A A T I ' V  
C U O G G E H L : ,  
O S C K R C A T  
N I J  H I< E 

N 0 E M R  
E L  N 
S G 
S 

Dtscripir~e sstntistics 
rabular and graphical presenrdtions of dara L L 1, M M M M M 
quantitative measurements L L M M h l M M M  
sampling methods L M M -  - - - - 
index numbers I , L - -  - - -  - 

Infbentitzi statistics 
theoretica1 considerations of 

estimation 
hypothesis testing 

interval estimation for the 
probability (proportion) or medo 
variance 

one- and two sample tests for rhe 
probability (proportion) or mean 
variance 

chi-square tcsrs of goodness of fit and 
independence 

other no~lparamecric tests 
regression analysis 

linear wi ch one independent var. 
nonlinear with one independent var. 
multiple linear regression 

L M -  - M A %  - - 
L - M - L i M -  - 

L L M L L L L L  
L 1 , - L L 1 , -  - 

ANOVA 
one-way L - - L l , - - L  
lnul tiway I , -  - 1 . h . I -  - - 
experimental designs L - - L - - - -  

In more advanced courses, in later studies at  the faculties o f  econonlics 
a n d  sociology, essentially all advanced statistical inechotis occur b u t  
~ n o s t l y  with lictle respect to  rlleir ~nathematical basis, especialiy if they 
are discussed in the so called empirical data analysis courses. 
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5. Examination requirements 

The assessment requirements differ in the various faculties. A summary 
i s  given in Table 4. In the written/oraf column, a W i O  may have the 
meaning that the course is ending with an oral examination bur studencs are 
required to worlc out exercises during the course. Where computer 
knowledge is not indicated, it may be included in another, not strictly 
statistical course (e.g business information sysrems, empirical data 
analysis, ctc.). Parentlleses in Table 4 mean that those requirements are of 
secondary importance for some reason (e.g. an oral examination at the 
faculty of sociology is only for those who failed to pass the written 
examination). Written examinatio~ls talic from 1.5 to 3 hours worlting 
time. Tl~eorecical questions in written examinations may be of either 
rn~dtiple-choice or essay type. 

- -- 
facuf ty writce~~loral theor.lexerc. n~aaudlcomputer 

ECON W+O T+E M 

BUSINESS W (T+)E M 

AGR W+O T+E M+C 

TECH W E M 
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